152	PRISON LETTERS
First, tell O. M	not to get into my boat, unless
she has the health of an ostrich. I often think how
lucky it is that I am here rather than you ! Give her
my love. I would so much have liked to see her, and
have since found out that I may have three visitors!
But I must give their names.
Puzzle—how find out for next time, so as to give
their names ? You may answer this, but it's very hard
to tell now who will be able to come here in January 1
Is James W	Lady Cecilia's husband ?   I know
several of that name. He was a dear and awfully nice
to me when I was young.
I have been dreaming again. A school of village
boys, perched on high, high stools at enormous desks.
You the schoolmarm, in blue. Boy turns round, in a
blue holland pinny with shorts, bare legs and socks
and E	*s head and a beard!    It seemed quite
natural! He had been writing x's on a paper divided
into squares, two on the top line and three on the
bottom thus:
x   x
XXX
Thank Susan and Violet a thousand times for settling
the house. It must have been an awful job. I'd love
to write to Susan. Tell her how I am and that I
often think of her the right side of the bars in Dublin.
I wish that for your next visit you would try and
get a statement of accounts from J	.   I want to
know what bills are paid. Some might easily get left
out otherwise, as people would not know where to send
bills. Find out if he did anything about Christmas
cards. I wrote him about some drawings I had done.
I hope Mrs. M. is getting her £e a week all right.
Give all the crew my love. Tell Andy Dunn to go on
singing. P	will know where to find him.

